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Midas Touch: products and collections are dressed in
gold

Lui5 A design Phillipe Bestenheider

A classic in its kind, the wooden chair is characterized by a Vienna straw seat,
typical of the early 1900s. Through a revisit and a futuristic look, traditional work
techniques are practiced with faithfulness and mastery. The curved and soft
shapes of the original model leave room to more simplified and crystalline
shapes that multiply in space. The pentagonal shape thereby becomes a unit of
measurement of the structure and is repeated obsessively, starting from the leg
section and following into the panel construction that create the seat, back and
armrests.

Details: Mahogany wood structure, armchair composed of pentagons. Caned or padded
seat, back and armrest. In different coatings. Dimensions: cm 103x72x123
h (armchair); cm 96x70x91 h (small armchair).

Prego! design Ferruccio Laviani
The Prego! table, project designed by Ferruccio Laviani, consists of a round beveled
glass
top,
where structure
and
ornament
undergo
a
mutual
enhancement. Supported onto palms of two hands – immense limbs in carved
wood decorated by golden cuffs – the dining table revokes Pop influences.

Details: Base gold leaf or dark bronze leaf; Top: Bronzed glass or tempered (with
thickness of 10mm) Dimension: Diameter 200cm; Height:70cm

Plump pouf design Nigel Coates
Anthropomorphic and rounded shapes characterise the padded Plump family. Defined
by very short legs compared to its seat, the family is composed of an armchair, a sofa
and two poufs.

Details: Beechwood or walnut structure. Dimensions: cm. 90 x 90 x 43 h.

Kalam design Fratelli Boffi Studio
Three drawer chest.
Structure in MDF with a gold or silver
leaf finish. Available also in solid wood
with sandblasted dark mahogany or
sandblasted bleached finish.

Dimensions: cm 120 x 50 x 80 h.

Remida design Fratelli Boffi Studio
Three drawer chest softened by
cambers. Drawers in coppered gold
finish, cognac colour polyester finish on
structure and legs.

Dimensions: cm 113 x 54 x 91 h.
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